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Abstract 

There are number of Anti-Spam filters that have reduced 

the amount of email spam in the inbox but the problem 

still continues as the spammers circumvent these 

techniques. The problems need to be addressed from 

different aspects. Major problem for instance arises when 

these anti-spam techniques misjudge or misclassify 

legitimate emails as spam (false positive); or fail to 

deliver or block spam on the SMTP server (false 

negative); thus causing a staggering cost in loss of time, 

effort and finance. Though false positive are very harmful 

loss of important information for the user, false negatives 

defeat the purpose of the spam filtering. This paper makes 

an effort in proposing another aspect to address this  

problem. It discusses some of these anti-spam techniques, 

especially the filtering technological endorsements 

designed to prevent spam to entrench their capability 

enhancements, as well as analytical recommendations that 

will be subject to further research. Apart from applying 

anti-spam techniques, training of Spam control tool with 

relevant user preferences can reduce the chances of false 

positives, false negatives and spam email that land in the 

inbox. We identify the need for training the filter with 

domain specific data. This paper shows the decline in 

false negatives via results of a case study on training the 

Spam Bayes tool with carefully collected domain specific 

user preferred dataset for over a period of 12 months.
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1 Introduction 

The most common form of communication these days , in 

organisations especially and for consumers is email. In 

2013, there are 929 million mailboxes for business email 

accounts and it is expected to grow and reach over 1.1 

billion in 2017(Levenstein, 2013).. Also in 2013, the 

majority of email traffic comes from the business emails, 

which accounts for 100 billion emails per day. Majority 

of business communication happens over email 

(Levenstein, 2013). Since emails are so rigorously used, 

they come with problems. The problem being focused on 

in this paper is email spam. Spam has been a nuisance for 

everyone who sends or receives messages using 

computer, tablet or smartphones from last decade. The 
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Word which is used for a while to describe unsolicited 

email was originally the brand name for Hormel Foods, 

maker of the canned "Shoulder Pork and hAM"/"SPiced 

hAM" luncheon meat. By tracing the history, SPAM 

originated in 1970’s as a repetitive advertising message 

that was sent to a large number of recipients with or 

without subscribing for the advertising message. SPAM 

in early 1980’s was an innovative way of sending 

information to large cross sections of people, however 

today it has become a menace. Spam itself is 

controversial as the same message from originator could 

be the means & ways of advertising the product/services 

and for the other it is unwanted message, ‘a nuisance’. 

Overall, spam has become one of the major social issues; 

it is abuse of the electronic messaging system which 

promotes information, products or services that are not 

asked for. This abuse is done in various ways for 

example, turning a machine into a relay for spam, a 

staging ground to attack other systems, or a spy capturing 

your bank account and credit card information--or all 

three(Ford and Spattord, 2007) 

According to spam statistics for recent years, the 

percentage of email sent over the Internet has increased 

from 36% in 2002(Clifford et al., 2003) , 45% in 2003 to 

64% in 2004(Jung and Emil, 2004) [13] to 80% in 

2006(Siponen and Stucke, 2006, Leavitt, 2007, Jaeyeon 

and Emil, 2004), 92% in 2009(J. and T., 2008)  and 95% 

in 2010 (Gina, 2010) out of which  55% came from 10 

countries, such as, India, Brazil, Russia, Ukraine, 

Romania, South Korea, Vietnam, United States, 

Kazakhstan, Indonesia, Poland, China, Colombia, Israel 

and Taiwan. This number went down to 86% in 

2011(Namestnikova, 2011) and stayed around 70% in 

2012 and 2013.  But according to predictions for 

2013(Jeff, 2013), phishing to be more prominent and rise 

in spam related to replica products. This has been 

confirmed according to the reports for Q1 and Q2 of 2013 

by SecureList, which state that there is already a rise in 

figures of spam and phishing. According to Spam Act 

compliance and investigations by ACMA, the number of 

spam complaints received for Jan 2013 was 51525 out of 

which 50477 were complaints related to emails. 

The reasons of existence of Spam are the low cost to 

send Spam mail and the ease of sending it through 

various software tools list (Takumi et al., 2007, Guzella 

and Caminhas, 2009, Deepak and Sandeep, 2005, 

Dhinakaran et al., 2007).  But its existence costs big to 

the consumers , organisations and the countries as per the 

figures listed here. According to Ferris Research, who 

study messaging and content control; the cost of spam 

mail to organizations in United States was USD 8.9 

billion in 2002 with a 12% increase in 2003 to $10 billion 

and $17 billion in 2005(Ferris_Research, 2007). This cost 

rose to $100 billion in 2007.  In Japan, the amount of 
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GDP loss was about 500 billion yen in 2004(Takemura 

and Ebara, 2008). In a press release in 2009, Gartner
2
 

stated that more than 5 billion US consumers lost money 

in phishing (type of spam) attacks which was 39.8% more 

than the year before(Gartner, 2009). The negative impacts 

of spam are  waste of computing resources,  loss of 

productivity of users, denial of service,  invasion of 

privacy , fraud and deception(Ferris_Research, 2007, 

Nagamalai et al., 2007, du Toit and Kruger, 2012).  

Many techniques have been used to control spam 

(these will be briefly discussed in section 2) and some of 

them such as content filtering using Bayesian filters  have 

been successful to a large extent but the problem still 

persists as is evident from the statistics discussed in this 

section.  

It is important to introduce the concepts of false 

positives and false negatives here before we discuss the 

problem further. False positive is the legitimate message 

that is mistakenly identified and marked as spam. False 

negative is a non-legitimate message not identified as 

spam; rather spam identification technology marks it as a 

‘legitimate non-spam message’. Among the various 

techniques to control spam, content filtering especially 

using Bayes Theorem is most commonly used and has 

gained a lot of success. However, we still come across the 

problem of false positives and false negatives. In this 

paper, the main focus is to reduce the false negatives in 

the users’ inbox. Though false positives are very harmful 

but having false positives in the users’ inbox defeats the 

purpose of having spam filtering in place. Hence, we are 

looking at how the current filtering mechanism can be 

improved.  

Spam email filtering is done at the mail server using 

various techniques being a mix of listing and content 

filtering but still the false negatives escape those filters 

and land into users’ inbox. One reason for that could be 

that the filters used to filter content of the new emails are 

trained using datasets that contain a collection of generic 

spam and ham sample messages. An email may be spam 

for one user and ham for another. We attribute this 

variation to two parameters. 1. User belonging to a 

particular industry type; we call it ‘Domain’ 2. Users’ 

individual preferences. For a user in a particular 

organisation belonging to domain, a typical collection of 

email belonging to that domain would be ham in most of 

the cases.  The only variation would be users’ individual 

preferences. In this paper, we have addressed both of the 

parameters. To do this, we make a hypothesis. Our 

hypothesis is that false positives in users inbox can be 

reduced using training dataset that is specific to the 

domain.  To prove that our hypothesis is true, we installed 

Spam Bayes on the email client of the user and trained it 

with the said dataset and observed the results for a period 

of 12 months. 

The aim here is to see whether such training can 

reduce the false-negatives in the inbox on the basis of 

such training or not. Hence we train the filter with such 

domain specific user preferred data, then observe the 

classification done by the filter after the training on 

incoming new emails and analyse the results to find out if 
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such training reduced the false negatives in the user 

inbox.   

The paper is structured as: Section 2 lists existing 

solutions to control spam using different techniques. 

Section 3 involves discussion and explains the need for 

training filter using Domain specific user preferred data. 

Since the experiment is done using Spam Bayes, Section 

4 gives the background, training model and learning 

method of Spam Bayes. Section 5 is on Experimenting 

Spam Bayes which elaborates the experiment conducted 

for training Spam Bayes tool. This section covers how 

data was collected,  training of Spam Bayes using the 

data and observation of the results of the training. Finally, 

section 6 is conclusion and future work. 

2 Spam Control Techniques 

Anti-spam techniques and methods try to tell apart a 

spam email from legitimate email. As a typical email 

consists of few components such as the header, the body 

and attachments, the algorithms that classify emails may 

use different features of the mail components to make 

decision about them. Lot of work has gone into finding 

solution to spam problem from different dimensions and 

directions(Islam and Zhou, 2007, Zhang et al., 2012, 

Xiao-wei and Zhong-feng, 2012, Rajendran and Pandey, 

2012, du Toit and Kruger, 2012, Xiao et al., 2010, Wei et 

al., 2010, So Young and Shin Gak, 2008, Klonowski and 

Strumiński, 2008, Horie and Neville, 2008, Nhung and 

Phuong, 2007, McGibney and Botvich, 2007, Liu et al., 

2007, Huai-bin et al., 2005, Moon et al., 2004, Wu and 

Tsai) over the last decade. Various anti-spam solutions 

are available that have been surveyed by many 

researchers(Blanzieri and Bryl, 2008, Caruana and Li, 

2012, Guzella and Caminhas, 2009, Lai, 2007, Yu and 

Xu, 2008, Paswan et al., 2012, Nazirova, 2011).  Those 

are blacklists, whitelists, grey lists, content based 

filtering, feature selection methods, bag-of-words, 

machine learning techniques such as Naïve Bayes, 

Support vector machines, artificial neural networks, lazy 

learning, etc), reputation based techniques, artificial 

immune systems, protocol based procedures, and so on. 

(Caruana and Li, 2012) also lists some emerging 

approaches such as per to peer computing, grid 

computing, social networks and ontology based semantics 

along with few other approaches.    These solutions can 

be grouped into various categories such as list based 

techniques, and filtering techniques; another 

categorisation can be prevention, detection and reaction 

techniques(Nakulas et al., 2009). (Paswan et al., 2012) 

categorises the email spam filtering techniques as origin 

based spam filtering, content based filtering, feature 

selection methods, feature extraction methods, and traffic 

based filtering. The scope of this paper is content based 

filtering and in specific learning based filters.  Hence, we 

would not go into detail of each of these solutions but 

limit ourselves to Bayes algorithm.  

Spammers are insensitive to the consequences of their 

activities and need to be dissuaded by being made to pay 

by the internet service providers for the waste of 

bandwidth occupied by unwanted spam blocked by the 

servers. This would be a feasible deterrent to reduce 

spam. To execute this, all service providers must act in 
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unison and agree to get spammers to pay for spam 

inconvenience and servers clean up. 

3 User Preferred Domain Specific Training of 

Filter  

In this work, we have been able to identity different types 

of anti–spam techniques exemplified in the use of filters 

and other characteristic means to deter spammers. 

Although these anti-spam techniques may be suitable to 

some users and unsuitable to others, they achieve some 

level of protection against unwanted email messages. 

Each of these anti-spam techniques has its unique feature 

that distinguishes it from the rest of others although none 

of these are able to perfectly and substantially produce 

zero false positives and zero false negatives or totally 

able to stop all real-time and potential spam. The main 

reason for this is that spammers are always evolving new 

tricks to deceive the filters. Some well-designed filters 

(for example, Bayesian Filters) work very well getting 

success rate as good as 98-99% at certain stages. But this 

number does not stay the same. Spammers are able to 

vary these with ease. 

 In this paper, we are verifying that the filtering 

mechanisms capability can be enhanced by domain 

specific training and incorporating user preferences. This 

enhancement of the filtering capability can increase the 

performance of the filter. We are trying to build over the 

fact that, there is no correlation between the receiving 

user’s area of interest and content of spam email. Many 

researchers have studied the content of Spam messages 

and various categorisations have been published. One 

categorisation on the basis of content type is Scams, 

Adult, Financial, Pharmaceuticals, stock, phishing, 

diploma, software Malware, gambling, dating and so 

on(SpiderLabs, 2013). Filters are trained to identify spam 

on the basis of these categories. But such training by the 

filter would look for features related to any of those 

categories generally in any email received. The training 

dataset would contain features from all of these categories 

and the features could be confusing for the filter as the 

spam training could still work but the ham features are 

anything other than these categories. In fact, the cohort of 

emails in inboxes belonging users in different domains 

would be different. For examples, user that belongs to 

healthcare domain would receive healthcare kind of 

emails as compared to a user who belongs to real estate.  

Same email may be  Ham to one user but Spam to 

another user based upon their preferences. Users in 

various Domains have difference preference of emails 

that they would classify as Spam or Ham. For example, 

an email from a bookseller trying to sell books on 

Computer Science would be Spam for a Pharmacist. The 

interesting question that comes out of this is that how do 

the filters know which emails are Spam and which are 

ham for the particular user. Of course in some mail 

clients such as gmail there is an option of user preference 

setting where user can be given an option to choose the 

topic area of interest and then the filter can use that 

information to classify incoming emails accordingly.  

There is very little work gone into the area of considering 

specific user preferences while designing anti-spam 

filters. (Kim et al., 2007) constructs a user preference 

ontology on the basis of user profile and user actions and 

trains the filter on the basis of that ontology. (Kim et al., 

2006) suggest user action based adaptive learning where 

they attach weights to Bayesian classification on the basis 

of user actions. However none of the work address user 

belonging to a particular domain and their preferences 

accordingly. 

The case of training the filter at the client by the client 

data is not new; any user who would install SpamBayes 

would train it with the training data(Meyer  and 

Whateley, 2004). An organisation that uses SpamBayes 

to filter incoming email would for multiple users would 

retrain the filter on all received email(Nelson et al., 

2009). Training of filter with different feature selection 

methods is also addressed in (Gomez and Moens, 2010).  

The novelty in this case is that the data we used for 

training is the user preferred data carefully collected for a 

period of 5 years.  Second important point that affects the 

training is that the data collected belongs to a particular 

user belonging to a specific domain not a general user. 

This means that we are training the filter that if there is no 

correlation between the receivers’ domain area and the 

email content, the email is not wanted by the user. User 

belonging to an educational organisation would have 

different preferences as compared to a user belonging to a 

marketing organisation. Different users within an 

organisation would have different preferences and same 

message could be classified as spam by different users. 

The organisational filters cannot take care of such user 

preferences. Hence, such emails end up in user inboxes as 

false negatives. The dataset also takes into account such 

user preferences. The filter is trained on the basis of 

collection Spam and Ham emails classified by the user 

belonging to a particular domain.  

We made a hypothesis that domain specific user 

preference training of the filter reduces the false negatives 

in the user inbox. To justify this hypothesis we chose the 

spam filtering tool called Spam Bayes, installed it on the 

outlook mail client and trained it with domain specific 

user preferred data. The next two sections give details on 

the background of the tool and the experiments done 

using the datasets. 

4 Spam Bayes-Training Model and Learning 

Method 

This section covers few topics via three major 

subsections: first is on Bayes Theorem(du Toit and 

Kruger, 2012, Vu Duc and Truong Nguyen, 2012, Liang 

and Yu, 2012) which explains how the theorem calculates 

the probability of occurrence of each word in the 

document, second is on Spam Bayes which explains what 

is Spam Bayes, the background, training model and third 

section is on the learning method in the tool taken from 

(Nelson et al., 2009)and (Meyer  and Whateley, 2004).  

4.1 Bayes Theorem 

Bayes formula of total probability is 

  P(B) * P(A|B) 

P( B | A ) =     ---------------------------  

         P(A) 
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Applying it here, the probability P( Ci | D ) that a 

document D belongs to a class Cj, can be shown by 

  P(Ci) * P(D|Ci) 

        ---------------------------             (1) 

         P(D) 

where:  D is an email document to be classified 

Ci is one of m classes in class set: C1, C2 ... , Cm 

Since there are too many features in the document D, 

the assumption here is that, probability of each feature in 

the document D is independent of the context in that it 

appeared and the location of the features in the document. 

Probability P(D|Ci) is calculated from the frequency of 

each feature fj in the document D: 

P(f1,f2,….fn|Ci) =  P(fj | Ci)  

 can be re–written as  

       P(Ci) 

P(Ci|D) = -------  P(fj | Ci) 

       P(D) 

From that point, using the principles of probability 

calculation for single feature or for multiple features by 

Naive Bayesian algorithm as follows(Vu Duc and Truong 

Nguyen, 2012): 

Let us call the content of each e-mail as: document. 

Class Spam email is called ‘spam’ and  

Class Ham email is called ‘ham’.  

Probability that an email is spam is  

 

           P(  document | spam ) * P( spam) 

P(  spam | document) = ---------------------------------------- 

    Total  

where total is calculated by  

 

P(document|spam) * P( spam) + P(document | ham) * P( 

ham) 

P(document | ham) =  P( featurei | ham); 1<i<n 

P(document | spam) =  P( featurei | spam); 1<i<m 

 

P( spam) = total spam | total messages 

P( ham) = total ham | total message 

4.2 Spam Bayes Training Model(Nelson et al., 
2009) ) 

Spam Bayes born on 19 August 2002 (Meyer  and 

Whateley, 2004) is a freeware tool based on the Bayes 

theorem which has been successful in controlling spam to 

a large extent. Since we are using Spam Bayes for 

experimenting the domain specific user preferences to 

reduce the false negatives in the user inbox it is worth-

while to understand the background, training model and 

learning methods of Spam Bayes. Spam Bayes 

architecture works on couple of parts; firstly it does 

tokenisation where it takes an email message and breaks 

it up into tokens or words or features and secondly it then 

it does the scoring and calculating the combined score for 

the message. Finally it compares the combined score 

against a threshold to classify a message. 

SpamBayes counts occurrences of tokens in spam and 

non-spam emails and learns which tokens are more 

indicative of each class. To predict whether a new email 

is spam or not, SpamBayes uses a statistical test to 

determine whether the email's tokens are sufficiently 

indicative of one class or the other, and returns its 

decision or unsure. In this section, we detail the statistical 

method SpamBayes uses to learn token scores and 

combine them in prediction, but first we discuss realistic 

models for deploying SpamBayes. 

SpamBayes has a training model that works like this: a 

training set of labelled messages as Spam or Ham is fed 

into Spam Bayes and it then produces a classifier from 

those examples. This classifier (or filter) is subsequently 

used to classify future email messages that are received as 

spam or ham.  Hence Spam Bayes labels messages after it 

classifies them, the messages that are clearly clas sified as 

spam are labelled as Spam, ones that are clearly classified 

as good are labelled as Ham and routed to Inbox,  

SpamBayes also has a third label—when it isn't confident 

one way or the other, it returns unsure and label then as 

Junk suspects. We adopt this terminology: the true class 

of an email can be ham or spam, and a classifier produces 

the labels ham, spam, and unsure (junk suspects). 

There are three natural choices for how to treat unsure-

labelled messages: they can be placed in the spam folder, 

they can be left in the user's inbox, or they can be put into 

a third folder called Junk Suspects for separate review by 

the user. The user can then go through this folder of 

unsure messages to either mark them as spam or ham. 

Sometimes classifying them as spam or ham can confuse 

the classifier as those messages contains the mixed 

features of spam and ham. Hence, another choice is to 

leave them as it is in unsure folder, the purpose here is 

not to contaminate the training of the filter with these 

messages. 

4.3 Spam Bayes Learning Method 

SpamBayes is a content-based spam filter that classifies 

messages based on the tokens (including header tokens) 

observed in an email. Based on ideas by 

Graham(Graham, 2002), Robinson(Robinson, 2003) 

developed the spam classification model together with 

Fisher's method for combining independent significance 

tests which is used by SpamBayes. Intuitively, 

SpamBayes learns how strongly each token indicates ham 

or spam by counting the number of each type of email 

that token appears in. When classifying a new email, 

SpamBayes looks at all of its tokens and uses a statistical 

test to decide whether they indicate one label or the other 

with sufficient confidence; if not, SpamBayes returns 

unsure. 

SpamBayes tokenizes each email E based on words, 

URL components, header elements, and other character 

sequences that appear in E. Each is treated as a unique 

token of the email. The SpamBayes algorithm only 

records whether or not a token occurs in the message, not 

how many times it occurs. 

Email E is represented as a binary vector e where 
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ei =        1   the i 
th

 token occurs in E 

     0               otherwise 

 

Below, we use e to refer to both the original message 

E and SpamBayes' representation of it since we are only 

concerned with the latter. 

In training, SpamBayes computes a spam score vector 

P(S) where the i
th

 component is a token spam score for 

the i
th

 token given by 

  NH NS (i) 

P(s,i) =  ------------------------------------------------------  (1) 

      NH NS (i) + NS NH (i) 

where NS, NH, NS(i), and NH(i) are the number of spam 

emails, ham emails, spam emails including the i
th

 token 

and ham emails including the i
th

 token, respectively. The 

quantity P(S,i) is an estimate of Pr(E is spam | ei) if the 

prior of ham and spam are equal, but for our purposes, it 

is simply a per-token score for the email. An analogous 

token ham score is given by P(H,i)= 1 - P(S,i). 

P(S,i) is smoothed through a convex combination with a 

prior belief x (default value of x = 0.5), weighting the 

quantities by N(i) (the number of training emails with the 

i
th

 token) and s (chosen for strength of prior with a default 

of s = 1), respectively(Robinson, 2003): 

 sx + N(i) 

fi  =   --------------------  P(S,i)  (2) 

 s + N(i) 

Effectively, smoothing reduces the impact that low 

token counts have on the scores. For rare tokens, the 

score is dominated by the prior x. However, as more 

tokens are observed, the smoothed score gradually shifts 

to the score in Eq. (1). An analogous smoothed ham score 

is given by 1 - f. 

After training, the filter computes the overall spam 

score S(m) of a new message M using Fisher's method [7] 

for combining the scores of the tokens observed in M. 

SpamBayes uses at most 150 tokens from M with scores 

furthest from 0.5 and outside the interval [0.4,0.6]. Let 

δ(m) be the binary vector where δ(m)i = 1 if token i is 

one of these tokens, and 0 otherwise. The token spam 

scores are combined into a message spam score for M by 

 S(m) = 1- 
2

2n
 
(-2(logf)

T 
 (m)) 

where n is the number of tokens in M and 
2

2n
 
( •) denotes 

the cumulative distribution function of the chi-square 

distribution with 2n degrees of freedom. 

A ham score H(e) is similarly defined by replacing f with 

1 - f in Eq. (3). Finally, SpamBayes constructs an overall 

spam score for M by averaging S(m) and 1 - H(m) (both 

being indicators of whether m is spam) giving the final 

score 

 1+ S(m) – H(m) 

I(m) =   ------------------------ (4) 

 

  2 

 

for a message; a quantity between 0 (ham) and 1 (spam). 

SpamBayes predicts by thresholding I(m) against two 

user-tunable thresholds θ 0 and θ 1, with defaults θ0 = 0.15 

and θ1 = 0.9. SpamBayes predicts ham, unsure, or spam if 

I(m) falls into the interval [0, θ 0], ( θ0, θ1], or ( θ1,1], 

respectively, and filters  the message accordingly. 

5 Experimenting Spam Bayes 

This experiment has been conducted with a purpose to 

test if the training of the Spam Bayes tool with domain 

specific user preferences takes effect or not.  Spam Bayes 

was installed on Outlook client of the user in August 

2012 and was trained with 8723 Ham and 4423 Spam 

data (Figure 1) that has been carefully collected for the 

purpose since March 2008. This training data is collected 

on the basis of individual user preference over a period of 

5+ years belonging to a particular Domain.   

The user has email filtering happening at the mail 

server which filter incoming email for multiple users but 

false negatives are escaping the server. The reason for 

this is that the features identified by filters are common to 

all the users and also that those filters have not been 

trained on the basis of domain specific keywords/features. 

In an aim to test if this idea will yield the results we 

installed SpamBayes at the users Outlook client. Spam 

Bayes will provide additional client based filtering on top 

of the existing content filtering done at the mail server. 

This means that Spam Bayes will attempt to filter false 

negatives that have escaped the content filters at the mail 

server and arriving users Inbox. This section is structured 

as Dataset, Experiment and Outcome. 

 

Figure 1: Training in Aug 2012- initial dataset 

5.1 Training Dataset 

Spam has been coming to user’s inboxes as email for a 

long time. In an attempt to catch the spam messages 

coming to the inboxes, it is very important that we use the 

appropriate samples. Since we are focusing on user 

belonging to an organisation belonging to a particular 

domain, let us refer to the business email counts 

worldwide. Given the amount of business emails sent per 

day, (Levenstein, 2013) (given in introduction section), if 
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a spam corpus consists of 100,000 messages per day still 

only constitutes of 1/10 thousandth of the business email 

traffic globally. Hence the dataset that we use would be 

extrapolation of generalisation to be made in the spam 

dataset(Pitsillidis et al., 2012).  It is very important to 

answer the question: is the available data that is being 

input to train the filer sufficient to reach a conclusion? Is 

the dataset too broad? Will it capture and feed the 

behaviour we want our filter to be trained for? Is the 

sample unbiased enough to capture the behaviour 

sincerely? Hence, to prepare a dataset that is not too large 

or too small. We would not address the issue of biased as 

we are trying to collect data specific to a domain. The 

focus here is to train the filter that it identifies the 

incoming email belonging to specific domain as ham and 

all those keywords and features that commonly exist in 

the spam data fed to the filter should be clearly identified 

as spam.  

Given these considerations, in 2008, we started 

collected the false negatives that arrived in the inbox of 

the user. A separate folder called ’InboxJunk-Spam’ was 

created and once identified as spam; the mes sage was 

moved to that folder. Since the domain under 

consideration was ‘Educational’, careful attention was 

paid while classifying the unwanted messages arriving in 

the inbox as spam. This was done so that the filter does 

not get contaminated with those messages that belong to 

the domain. At the same time spam messages that were 

related to the education were classified as spam and 

moved to InboxJunk-Spam. Hence, the user does not keep 

getting spam email related to the domain. There were 

1463 such messages identified, classified and moved to 

InboxJunk-Spam folder that was used for training 

purpose. 

5.2 Experiment with Domain specific User 

Preference Training data  

 For the experimental purpose, we installed Spam Bayes 

on users Outlook client in August 2012. The training of 

the tool was done from Junk E-mail classified by the 

organisational filters and InboxJunk-Spam folders as 

Spam data and email in the Inbox and its sub folders at 

the Ham data. The initial training included 8723 Ham and 

4423 Spam messages. Once the training is done, Spam 

Bayes trained with the domain specific user preference 

data will then filter all incoming email messages on the 

basis of this specific training. The tool will classify and 

categorise them as Spam or unsure or let it land in the 

User Inbox as (False negative). TO observe and record 

the results correctly few folders were created. We created 

sub folders for InboxJunk-Spam folder as SpamBayes 

filtered spam and InboxSpamsinceAug2012 so that the 

future messages arriving inbox as false negatives do not 

get mixed up in the same folder. The folders to observe 

the results of training are as: 

InboxJunk-Spam – folder to collect all email that are 

Spam and gets through the organisational filters into the 

Inbox as legitimate (false negatives) 

Spam Bayes Filtered Spam – incoming emails in the user 

inbox that were identified by Spam Bayes as Spam. These 

email collected are the email that are not identified by the 

mail server filters and arrive the users inbox as legitimate 

email(false negatives) but identified by Spam Bayes as 

Spam and moved to this folder 

InboxSpamsinceAug2012- incoming emails that are false 

negatives, stay false negatives and land into users’ inbox 

as legitimate emails. The trained tool could not identify 

these emails as Spam. Such emails were manually moved 

by the user to this folder. 

Junk Suspects- Folder created by Spam Bayes tool to 

collect email that are suspected by the tool as Spam. User 

can go through this folder to report the email as Spam or 

Ham. This folder would contain False Positives too. This 

information is then used by the Spam Bayes tool to 

further train the filter. 

 It was then observed for a period of 12 months to 

identify if there was any improvement in the number of 

false positives arriving the user’s Inbox. The following 

results were recorded.  

The folder ‘Spam Bayes filtered Spam’ collected 683 

emails that were going to Inbox as False negative. The 

folder InboxSpamsinceAug2012 collected 170 emails 

which was not identified by Spam Bayes as Spam and are 

still false negatives. 

The folder Junk Suspects collected 408 emails that 

were otherwise going to Inbox as False negative. Out of 

these Junk Suspects user identified 10 emails as False 

Positives, these emails were not important email that 

would if missed would impact the productivity of the 

user. An important point to note is that once we trained 

the tool with the initial dataset, we did not retrain the 

filter till the end of observation period not to contaminate 

the learning of the filter with further data. The filter is 

now retrained with 11529 ham and 5042 spam message 

which is refined user specific data as shown in figure 2. 

Hence, Spam Bayes is  now retrained with additional ham 

and spam messages collected in the last 12 months. 

 

 Figure 2: Retraining after 12 months 
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5.3 Outcome 

From this data, we can conclude that as a result of 

training the Spam Bayes filter with domain specific User 

preference data, the false negatives were reduced by 86% 

in the user inbox. This increases the user productivity and 

motivation by many hours.  

Among the recommendations to be made in this paper 

is to re-emphasise the need to train the filters with user 

preference domain specific data so that the emails that 

pass through the filters as generic email can be caught. 

This makes the filters  at the client level effective and 

efficient hence increasing the user productivity. Although 

this may not stop the false negatives completely as 14% 

of them still passed through the tool but it would deter 

some or help disabuse or reduce the inconvenience 

caused by spamming. An important point to be made here 

though, is that most of the false negatives in that 14% 

were related to educational domain only. Others did not 

have the features that do not common words such as 

offer, sale, buy (see figure); it is interesting to note the 

use of words such as buy in image to deceive the filters 

learning of such words. 

 

 

Hence, we can conclude that training the tool with 

domain specific user preferred data did eliminate the false 

positives from the inbox that were unrelated (such as 

messages selling viagr@ or other pharmaceutical items, 

banks, holiday deals etc.) to the domain. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

Email spam has been the focus of studies for a long time. 

Though there are many different techniques to block 

spam email messages to reach users inbox, filtering is the 

most commonly used mechanism and has gained success 

to some extent. Given the large number of usage of email 

worldwide, email spam is still plentiful and scale of the 

problem is enormous. Researchers and organisations 

make the filers smart and self-learning but spammers are 

a step ahead. They keep on finding techniques to deceive 

the filters and their learning mechanisms. Hence, the 

problem still remains giving scope for researchers to 

work in the area. This work is an effort in the same scope 

to reduce false negatives/spam in the inbox of the users 

which has deceived the organisational filters. It is 

observed that this further filtering by training the filer 

with user specific data did make a difference in the 

amount of false positives. 

Future work involves creating the feature sets 

including creating domain specific keywords and list of 

organisations which can be fed to the filter, conducting 

experiments and then observing the results to record the 

improvements. 
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